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Forespar Tri-Reacher™ Asymmetrical Sail Pole
New Adjustable Length Pole Offers Affordable Downwind Control 
Option  

Rancho Santa Margarita, CA – Forespar's new Tri-Reacher Pole offers an affordable option for 
asymmetrical sail users looking to upgrade their downwind sail control.  This new 3-piece 
adjustable pole can be adjusted for almost any asymmetrical sail and works well for boats 30ft 
to 42ft.  When combined with the new Fixed Mast Bracket, it creates a basic pole system that is 
less expensive and easily owner installed.

Unlike other more expensive adjustable length whisker poles, the versatile Tri-Reacher pole 
uses a simple stop-pin adjustment system that keeps the cost down, while still offering a large 
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range of pole length choices.  The user simply selects the pole length by inserting the stop pins 
through the poles numerous pre-set adjustment holes.  Once in place, the Tri-Reacher creates a 
stable pole system for enhanced downwind performance and safety. Extendable from 8 to 21 
feet, the Tri-Reacher utilizes either Forespar's proven UTS Toggle "socket" style end system for 
quick connection at the mast, or a UXP end fitting for traditional ring connections.  Tri-Reacher 
is made using a combination of 3, 2-7/8 and 2-1/2 inch diameter military grade aluminum 
tubing.

In conjunction with the new Tri-Reacher pole, Forespar has also introduced a new simple Fixed 
Toggle Mast Bracket connection point.  Easily installed with 10 screws, this new bracket creates 
a fixed height attachment point without the cost and hassle of installing a full adjustable mast 
car track car system.  Available for use with either Forespar's TS Toggle pole ends, or traditional 
flange mounted pole end, this bracket is the easiest and most affordable way to get a secure 
pole connection point on almost any mast. 

Forespar® is one of the strongest, most established boat hardware manufacturers in the United 
States.  Their diverse line of marine products includes carbon fiber poles, Leisure Furl™ boom 
furling systems, Marelon® plumbing fittings and numerous other marine related products.

Part and Price Information:
Tri-Reacher Pole with UTS "Toggle" end fitting, Part#408200, $869.00 (MSRP)
Tri-Reacher Pole with UXP end fitting, Part#408201, $869.00 (MSRP)
Fixed Mast TS Mount for UTS end fittings, Part#333025, $289.00 (MSRP)
Fixed Mast FC Mount for UXP end fittings, Part#332025, $279.00 (MSRP)
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